The DCA had also retained all the instruction sheets which went out with FAC supplement packets. This allowed the set of pages to be audited for completeness, and allowed supplement numbers printed on pages to be matched to a date of release.
persons requesting the pages often placed high economic value in accurate copies of old versions of rules.
DIGITIZATION OPPORTUNITY
The opportunity to digitize and make an online searchable version of the FAC came when Florida's First District Court of Appeal (DCA) moved to a new location, and provided FSU with its set of historic FAC pages. The FSU College of Law had bound its pages chronologically by date of removal. The DCA stored its old pages in numerical order by legal citation and page number in ring binders. Material in binders was easy to digitize by feeding through a sheet fed scanner. In contrast, digitization of bound material requires a special mount for book scanning and either labor or expensive apparatus for turning each page. For the first time ever, cost effective on-site digitization of the FAC was possible.
The DCA had also retained all the instruction sheets which went out with FAC supplement packets. This allowed the set of pages to be audited for completeness, and allowed supplement numbers printed on pages to be matched to a date of release.
OVERVIEW OF THE FINAL SEARCHABLE DATABASE
The final searchable database of the FAC from 1970 to 1983 is available at www.fsulawrc.com.
The search assumes that a searcher will search using a legal citation to a rule, because this is what interlibrary loan requests for the material typically provided. A compromise is that automatic retrieval by rule number is not possible. Instead, the searcher must retrieve by chapter number, then open some pages to determine what page their target rule is on, and then retrieve that page on the desired date. Pages were not indexed by rule number, because most pages include several different rules. Rule number was also a field which could not be detected by computer programming, and so would have had to be entered manually. Indexing this field was not possible with the allotted budget and timeframe. A weakness in the project, which became apparent due to our success in lowering barriers to access and opening the resource to new users, is the lack of keyword search capability. Effective dates for each page allow a searcher to retrieve the resource as it appeared on any date over a fourteen year period.
DESIGNING A DATABASE FOR STORING A LOOSELEAF RESOURCE
All digital library platforms currently available are designed for holding individual selfcontained digital objects. CONTENTdm, Digital Commons, dSpace, Omeka, Greenstone, and other platforms, treat each digital object as a unique item. This is appropriate for storing discrete articles, reports, books, or photographs, because those objects are created once and then are finalized. Even a journal issue is created once, then filed, never to change. A looseleaf resource, A database had to be designed which had the ability to track and retrieve different versions of a page and provide the page as it appeared on a specific date. To do this, each page was examined for unique fields. Figure 2 shows a sample page of the FAC, with unique fields indicated. The FAC was organized by discrete chapter numbers. Pages were numbered with the first page of each chapter assigned the value "1". Chapter number and page number can be used to browse and retrieve a rule. To track changes over time, two additional values are needed: the date the page went into the binder, and the date the page was removed. Pages were labeled with a supplement number which corresponds to a date the page went into the binder. As clerks at the DCA removed pages, they noted the supplement number replacing that page. This corresponds to the date of removal. The relational database schema to track this resource over time is provided below in 
AUTOMATED METADATA CREATION
In order to populate the database, the following values had to be filled for each page:
-Chapter number (each chapter number had a dash in the middle; the number before and after the dash were recorded separately) -Supplement number for the date on which the page went into the binder -Supplement number for the date on which the page was removed from the binder -Page number -File name -Unique identifier for each document Digitization produced more than 32,000 unique pages to index. With time and funding constraints, it was impossible to manually index pages. Therefore, computer scripting was used to create a large portion of the metadata for the final database.
BACKGROUND: COMPUTER GENERATED METADATA In order to understand computer generated metadata, and to understand what projects it might be suitable for, it is important to understand a little about how computers assign metadata. The first point is that, computers are very good at making black and white decisions, but poor at making decisions where there is some gray area. So, the more deterministic something is -the more there is a concrete right answer -the easier it is for a computer to make the decision. Likewise, if there is not a single right answer, but perhaps a continuum, this is difficult for a computer to decide. Second, whatever a computer can do, it can do much faster than a person. Third, we may think of some massive indexing projects as having been done by computer, but in reality human indexing may have been used.
Deterministic decisions
Computers are good at making black and white decisions. It is easy for a computer to know whether a word has a "B" in it, but difficult for the computer to know if two words are synonyms. To solve the synonym problem, a large vocabulary must be broken down into rules, including a rule stating that two words mean the same thing. The computer makes value judgments by applying complex, nested rules.
Fast decisions
While computers are not so good at making value judgments, they are much faster than people. Keyword search is easy for computers to build, and has become dominant because eventually any index to a huge document set becomes more useful than a high quality but partial index. By 2008, Google had indexed one trillion (1,000,000,000,000) pages 1 and did so in about a decade. Human indexing can catch fields the computer cannot, but human indexing will never reach that high volume.
Human indexing in action
Human indexing is used in modern search engines. Shopping sites like Amazon and eBay allow search results for clothing to be faceted by item color, and many other fields. This metadata is generally created by humans. For instance, on eBay a seller assigns metadata even to a low cost item, because this increases the chance the item will be discovered and purchased. In a scholarly example, Google repurposed MARC records and publisher metadata to build the book search. Sometimes, employees manually correct errors. Even Google, an expert at computer generated search, uses human created metadata for some massive search projects.
THE HIGH TECH END OF COMPUTER INDEXING: SUBJECT MATTER INDEXING
At the high end of computer generated metadata is subject matter. Some technologies for performing subject matter indexing purely by computer are Unstructured Information Management Architecture (UIMA), General Architecture for Text Engineering (GATE), and
Keyphrase Extraction Algorithm (KEA). Implementing these went beyond the scope of this project, however, all work in the same general way, and a discussion is in order to assist in understanding what is possible on the high tech end of automated indexing. All three listed technologies are artificial intelligence programs which allow rules to be applied to large sets of text. Each can assign subject headings in isolation, but the quality will be poor. In order to get good quality subject headings, the artificial intelligence program must tie in with a subject specific ontology or thesaurus selected based on the overall thrust of the collection to be indexed.
The artificial intelligence program gives general language processing rules. The ontology or thesaurus will give rules specific to the subject area. An ontology or thesaurus includes rules like "this word is a synonym to this word, they mean the same thing", "this word occurs only a few times on the page, but it's a term of art in the field, so it matters more", and "these words that are next to one another are actually a phrase and go together toward this meaning." The ontology or thesaurus may be proprietary and require a fee to use. Figure 4 shows this process. There are several important points about using a computer for subject matter indexing. They are: (1) Traditional indexing is a core skill. Before the artificial intelligence program runs, a person looks at the entire collection and selects which ontology or thesaurus is a good fit for the collection. In traditional cataloging, a cataloger assigns subject headings to one item at a time.
Here, a cataloger assigns an ontology or thesaurus to the collection. After the program runs, a cataloger reviews some results to ensure that the program ran as anticipated. If MARC subject headings are assigned, then someone who knows MARC must perform this task. (2) Technology skills come in when the person configures the program to connect with the ontology or thesaurus, and then to run on a set of items. (3) If a librarian and a programmer work together, then each must understand the role he or she plays. The librarians must understand the collection to be indexed and metadata quality. The programmer must understand nuts and bolts of making programs work together. As they trade off, the librarian must do the portions of work which require subject heading expertise: selecting the correct ontology or thesaurus, quality control, and troubleshooting if the assigned subject headings are off. Skill and training in assigning subject headings are central to automated subject matter indexing. Catalogers have a valuable background and their collaboration with programmers allows both to do more than either could do alone.
THE LOW END OF COMPUTER INDEXING: ROTE COPYING FROM THE PAGE
At the low end of computer generated metadata is rote copying of words on a page. Because of the focus on subject matter versus keyword search, we often think of cataloging as oriented around subject matter indexing. Really, a cataloger assigns many fields, like title, author, and date of publication, which are copied rote off the item. Subject matter indexing takes more training and skill for people, but rote copying fills more total fields in a record.
With the popularity of institutional repositories, many universities are digitizing old theses and dissertations. To make a Dublin Core record for each dissertation, fields are copied: title, Choose an advisor with skills in the area you need.
Another common mistake is taking the wrong people seriously. If you ask someone an IT question and the person does not know the answer, then a best case scenario is that they will say, "I don't know." A more likely outcome is that the person will posture, make up an answer, and send you down a blind alley. An IT staff who says "I don't know" should be consulted on future projects, because asking the question is fast, and that person will not waste your time.
Finally, when collaborating with IT staff, the librarian is the expert on the items to be indexed: the nature of the items, how people are likely to use them, and what the desired final product is. The more clearly you understand your goals, the better the technology advisor can assist in planning how to get there, which goals are doable, and which goals are out of reach.
AUTOMATED INDEXING FOR THE FAC STEP-BY-STEP
In order to extract metadata from the FAC pages, each page was stored in PDF, optical character recognition (OCR) was run on the set of pages, the text was pulled to Excel spread sheets and manipulated with Visual Basic to extract metadata.
First, the set of documents was examined. Supplement number was always numeric. All other fields to be extracted were alpha numeric, but all were located in predictable places on the page. No pages had watermarks. Some pages had maps and illustrations. A scan setting of 300 dpi black and white was chosen, based primarily on the perception that the total final size of the project would be manageable at this resolution.
Second, a naming scheme was developed such that no two files would have the same name.
The scanner was set to make a separate PDF for the front and back side of each sheet. The DCA had arranged pages by chapter number. Each chapter was scanned in a batch with file names indicating the batch and the scanner set to sequentially number the end of the file names. This allowed all PDFs to be placed together and manipulated, without any having to be later renamed.
Third, after pages were scanned, Adobe Acrobat Professional was used to run OCR on large sets of PDFs at once. Adobe Acrobat Professional is readily available software, which many libraries already own a license for. Versions 9 and later allow OCR to be run on large sets of files all at once. A batch function was created in Acrobat 9 Professional to run OCR on all FAC pages. The function was set up once and run, then left for days until it finished the set. Staff time spent handling files was minimal. Fifth, spreadsheets were examined and compared with images of pages.
Step-by-step rules were written for how to locate metadata for each field. Page number was consistently the last row with anything in it on the sheet. Supplement number was usually in the first 5 rows, then in the row containing the word "supp". Chapter number was usually in the first 5 rows, then in the row containing "hap". The dash in the middle of the chapter number was sometimes a dash, sometimes a period, and sometimes a squiggle, so all had to be accounted for.
Step-by-step English language instructions for locating each metadata field were written. Writing the English language instructions is a librarian skill, because it requires familiarity with the documents, and will take a similar amount of time for a librarian as for a programmer. It is possible that with clear step-by-step English language directs, a programmer may translate to code as a favor, because it will not take the programmer much time to do.
Sixth, the English language instructions were translated into Visual Basic. Visual Basic is a scripting language which interacts with Microsoft's line of office products. Because it is designed to work with Excel, the learning curve is much lower than for a full programming language. For example, in Visual Basic, "Worksheet(1)" refers to the first worksheet in a spreadsheet file. Full programming languages are more versatile, but were rejected because there is a steep learning curve to get into the file header before manipulating data. With Visual
Basic it was possible to start with the meat of the problem. One of the barriers to writing Visual
Basic was the lack of entry level training material. The only truly entry level training on Visual
Basic found was a four-step tutorial online. 3 This was enough to get started with the syntax, and understand message board postings addressing specific problems and script to solve them. The other tool which was helpful was to read about string processing. String means a string of letters or text. String processing means manipulating that text. Technical jargon from the field of string processing was used in order to search for instructions on desired tasks.
Seventh, after the script was run, the Excel spreadsheets were cleaned up. Eighth, missing values were filled in by a part-time student worker using an online form which showed the PDF, then provided a blank for the missing information. A screenshot of this form is included in Figure 7 . This form prompts for a value for the chapter number before the dash, and then the person types it and presses enter to get to submit the value and get to the next PDF.
Ninth, the instruction sheets for each supplement were compared against the database to ensure that where a page was instructed to be taken out of the binders, the database recorded a page coming out, and where a page was instructed to be inserted into the binders, the database recorded a page going in. Blanks were added for missing pages. This audit made the database more authoritative for persons performing legal research, and ensured that no inaccurately dated page will be provided. Error rates for chapter number were not compared, because the physical arrangement of the pages before scanning had been used to game this. Pages were scanned one chapter at a time, and the chapter number was often included in the file name.
For comparison, error rates were as follows:
• Supplement number: Human error rate: 0.8%
• Supplement number: Computer error rate: 2.4%
• Page Number: Human error rate: 3.1%
• Page Number: Computer error rate: 1.0%
We often think of human generated metadata as superior to computer generated metadata.
Here, error rates were comparable between the two. Computer errors were due to errors in the OCR as well as errors from the program pulling the wrong part of the text. Reasons for human errors may have come from the repetitive nature of the task. Looking at an image and writing down numbers that appear in that image again and again for several hours is not intellectually stimulating, and the repetitive nature can be very tiring. While it might at first seem that a simple task like this was easy to do because it required little training, it actually may have been harder than a more engaging task.
COST BENEFIT ANALYSIS: HOW MUCH TIME WAS SPENT OR SAVED IN AUTOMATED INDEXING
Staff hours for the project were tracked and sorted into general areas. Some tasks, like digitizing pages and database design, would have been performed regardless of how indexing was done.
Both computer indexing and human indexing had some time costs that did not scale with the size of the document set being indexed: writing the script for computer indexing, and writing the online form for the person to fill out. Both types of indexing had some time costs which did scale with the size of the set of documents: cleaning up computer generated metadata, and time spent typing values into the manual data entry form.
A breakdown of time spent in different areas of the project follows:
Database work: 50 hours equal to 8 percent of total time
• Inspecting the printed pages and planning the database: 20 hours (high skill, high training)
• Planning logic behind the script for automated indexing: 20 hours (high skill, high training)
• Loading database and metadata onto a server: 10 hours Digitization: 35 hours equal to 6 percent of project time
• Digitization with a sheet-fed scanner: 35 hours (low skill, low training) Automated metadata creation: 70 hours equal to 11 percent of total time
• Writing script to extract metadata: 35 hours (would be much faster for a programmer)
• Running the script, and cleaning up metadata: 35 hours (skilled staff)
Manual metadata creation: 128.25 hours equal to 20 percent of total time
• Coding the online form for data entry: 15 hours (skilled staff)
• Training the student worker on documents and database design: 15 hours (unskilled staff)
• Metadata entry for fields the computer did not get: Practitioners in metadata and cataloging should consider using computer generated metadata.
For this project, the computer and the person had comparable error rates, and computer generated metadata took less staff time to create, even with time spent learning new technology skills and scripting. Computer generated metadata may be efficient, even for someone with a limited technology background.
Librarians seeking to collaborate with IT should keep the following points in mind: The librarian is the expert on the collection of items to index, and should not expect the technologist to become an expert in the collection. The librarian needs to be aware of the specific flavor of technology skills, and request advice from someone with the appropriate skill set. Finally, technology assistance is likely to come from outside of the librarian's department or organization, and so the librarian needs to be respectful of the technologist's time. It is easier to find and tap an expert for broad knowledge and pointers, than to find an expert to do the work for you.
